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Documents, reports (15)

Policy proposals to enhance the social content of EU citizenship
The Policy Brief will elaborate policy proposals to enhance the social content of EU citizenship

Policy brief summing up the results of the Comparative analytical report
The Policy Brief will sum up the results of the comparative analytical report with the aim to develop policy proposals to implement EPSRs principles
Comparative analytical report (models)
GUF will coordinate the general comparative analysis it will investigate the existence of different models of tackling inwork poverty and the different schemes adopted to guarantee a minimum standard of living and a minimum set of social rights A final report containing the results of the comparative analysis D35 Comparative analytical report will be published and disseminate in a MidTerm Conference MTC on month 26.

Social partners and industrial relations system report
The Report will focus on the role of social partners both at national and EU level and on the initiatives they have taken so far relating to the four VUP Groups.

Gender policy and indicators' report
The Report will assess the spread of inwork poverty among women and the societal impact of being a working poor woman also considering how it may influence households incomes and women workers individual careers.

Social policy harmonization concerning VUPs Groups (Report)
The Report will focus on the different approaches EU labour law undertakes with regards to each VUP Group.

Social security measures (Report)
The Report will focus on the different approaches EU social security law undertakes with regards to each VUP Group The aim is to suggest measures to fill the social protection coverage gaps and to ensure benefits rights also to VUP Groups so as to prevent them from falling into poverty while respecting the financial sustainability of social security systems.

Conceptualization of EU social citizenship (Position Paper)
The Position paper will focus on the content of EU citizenship with the aim of identifying the legal bases and tools needed to enhance social rights of poor workers and conceptualize the EU Social Citizenship It will contain recommendations for implementing the EPSR and enhancing and guaranteeing more social rights than those offered by the concept of market citizenship.

Assessment of policy proposals' report
The Report will assess the societal impact and effects of the antiworking poverty measures and identify best practices for tackling inwork poverty.

""""Fair and adequate wages": benchmarking exercise"
The analysis will focus on the notion of fair and adequate wages and considering the interpretations of those concepts at national level will provide a new EU conceptualisation The Fair and adequate wages Report will provide a benchmark serving as a basis to policy proposals.
the report will identify policy priorities and feasible actions that MSs can take to alleviate inwork poverty eg minimum wages living wage taxes and social contributions family benefits and social assistance and inwork benefits

The Report will focus on social partners role in identifying policies priorities and in monitoring the social situation in MSs in implementing the EPSR and social policies and in influencing national governments in respecting and guaranteeing social rights

MDUs will provide national reports on the legal situation of each VUP Group

The Report will contain a working definition and identification of the Working Poor area as to provide common notions for legal economic and social science scholars In addition the factors influencing inwork poverty will be investigated

Each task leader of T32 T33 T34 and T35 will collect relevant information from each VUP Group and support GUF to elaborate an overall comparative report with the aim of identifying different models in the regulation of each VUP Group

Creation of the WorkYP website, including specific sections for WP series, e-newsletter, and other materials.

A YouTube channel will be opened to post specific project videos focusing on WorkYP goals and instruments to summarise key facts on inwork poverty and evidence gained throughout the project and to share videos concerning real people inwork poverty experience VUPs stories videos

Peer reviewed articles (6)
La questione di genere nella prospettiva di contrasto al lavoro povero: tra esigenze di conciliazione, discriminazioni e gender pay gap

Author(s): Marchi, Giulia
Published in: Variazioni su Temi di Diritto del Lavoro, Special issue Il lavoro povero in Italia: problemi e prospettive a cura di Andrea Lassandari, Ester Villa, Carlo Zoli, Issue Special issue, 2022, Page(s) 63-96, ISSN 2499-4650
Publisher: Giappichelli
DOI: 10.5281/zenodo.7624041

"Gli amori difficili": contrattazione collettiva e lavoro autonomo

Author(s): Ester Villa
Published in: "Variazioni su temi di diritto del lavoro - Special issue "Il lavoro povero in Italia: problemi e prospettive"", Issue special issue, 2022, Page(s) 97-122, ISSN 2499-4650
Publisher: Giappichelli
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"Working, yet poor": la povertà tra bassi salari e instabilità lavorativa

Author(s): Marchi, Giulia
Published in: Sociologia del lavoro, Issue 3, 2022, Page(s) 54-72, ISSN 0392-5048
Publisher: FrancoAngeli
DOI: 10.3280/SL2021-161004oa

Loonoffers in tijden van Corona

Author(s): N. Zekic
Published in: Tijdschrift Arbeidsrecht in Context, Issue No. 3, 2020, Page(s) 1-11, ISSN 2666-5530
Publisher: Uitgeverij Den Hollander
DOI: 10.13140/rg.2.2.34121.98404

Armoederisico van vier groepen werkenden op basis van hun contractuele positie

Author(s): Sonja Bekker, Marion Evers, Mijke Houwerzijl e Nuna Zekić
Published in: Tijdschrift voor Arbeidsvraagstukken, 2023, ISSN 0169-2216
Publisher: Sociaal en Cultureel Planbureau (SCP)

Lavoro autonomo, accordi collettivi e diritto della concorrenza dell'Unione Europea: prove di dialogo

Author(s): Ester Villa
Published in: Rivista giuridica del lavoro e della previdenza sociale, Issue 2, 2022, Page(s) 288-309, ISSN 0392-7229
Lavoro povero, inquadramento professionale e dumping contrattuale

**Author(s):** Sonja Bekker, Johanna Buerkert, Quirine Quirijns, Ioana Pop  
**Published in:** The New Common - How the COVID-19 Pandemic is Transforming Society, 2021, Page(s) 35-40, ISBN 978-3-030-65354-5  
**Publisher:** Springer International Publisher

La povertà lavorativa tra disciplina lavoristica e dimensione familiare

**Author(s):** Ester Villa  
**Published in:** Le dimensioni della povertà. Aspetti economici e giuridici, Issue 2021, 2021, Page(s) 221-236, ISBN 9788892139442  
**Publisher:** Giappichelli

Non-peer reviewed articles (2)

De Spaanse 'lex rider': een 'game changer' voor de regulering van platformwerk

**Author(s):** Ane Aranguiz  
**Published in:** Tijdschrift voor Arbeidsrecht in Context, Issue Volume 10, issue 4, 2021, Page(s) 155-159, ISSN 2666-5530  
**Publisher:** Den Hollander

Naar een nieuw beleid voor de arbeidsmarkt én de kapitaalmarkt

**Author(s):** M.S. Houwerzijl  
**Published in:** Tijdschrift Recht en Arbeid, Issue Nr. 10 (of 12 nrs), 2020, ISSN 1876-0465  
**Publisher:** WoltersKluwer

Conference proceedings (1)

La povertà lavorativa tra disciplina lavoristica e dimensione familiare

**Author(s):** Giulia Marchi  
**Published in:** La famiglia nel prisma giuslavoristico: valori, rapporti, tutele, Gaeta L. (ed.), Issue "Conference proceedings ""La famiglia nel prisma giuslavoristico: valori, rapporti, tutele"", 27 May 2021", 2022, Page(s) 149-156,